Harry Potter

9.10.07

Duty Six:

Approx Activity Description
Time
4:30
Inspection:
Opening Ceremony
4:40
*Owl Post
Cubs all sit in a circle. First person has an envelope with a
cubs name on it eg: Sam. They must walk around the circle
and drop it behind the Sam’s back. Sam must pick up the
envelope and chase the cub back to their spot. Sam then
opens the envelope with the next name inside to continue.
4:50
Sorting Hat
Cubs run around the circle and (one at a time) put their hand
into the sorting hat to pull out a coloured ball. That is their
team for the night.
4:55
*Quidditch
One team is the ‘running’ team, the rest are the fielders. The
fielders stand either side of the running course behind
witches hats. The first runner must try and run down the
centre to get the ‘golden snitch’ without being hit. The
fielders try and get the runner out by throwing balls. If hit by
a ball the runner sits and can block balls but cannot get up
and move. The next runner continues trying no to be hit. If
all are hit, swap to another team.
5:10
*Race for the Philosopher’s Stone
3 people are joined together as ‘Fang’. They have to try and
tag as many Cubs as they can. If tagged Cub must whistle
‘Happy Birthday’ before they can move again.
5:20
*Womping Willow
One cub stands in the middle of the hall as the Womping
Willow. Cubs must try and run to the other side of the hall
without being tagged. If tagged the cub is rooted to the spot
to help the Willow tag others.
5:30
Potions Class
Helious – half fill balloon with powdered bicorn horn. Pour a
cup of tantacula acid into the empty bottle. Attach the
balloon to the top of the bottle and watch the balloon blow
up by itself.
Divination – pour unicorn milk into a shallow saucer. Place a
few drops of unicorn tears around the outside. Tap the
surface with a wand dipped in pond slush and watch the
colours swirl.
Dragon Snot – pour some leech juice into a small ziplock
bag and add some drops of unicorn tears. Add dragon bile a
little at a time and mix with your fingers. Knead until it
becomes a putty.
5:45
Broomstick Relay
In relay formation, Cub rides broom up to end of hall and
back to team.
5:55
Closing Ceremony
Sixers to distribute notices to Six.
* Can be played outside

Equipment
Required

Leaders
All

Envelope with 6 or
7 folded pieces of
named paper, one
inside the other.

Hathi

4 sets of coloured
balls, ‘sorting hat’

Ben

Small yellow ball
(snitch), 3 or 4
medium balls,
witches hats

Chil

Nil

Darby

Nil

Chil

Balloon, bicard
soda, vinegar

Ben/Hathi

Milk, food
colouring,
toothpick, detergent

Chil/Darby

Water, food
colouring, cornflour

4 sticks

Hathi

All

NOTICES:
Lakeside
Cub Sleepover (19th October)

